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at the end of the run at least two passes through the mill starting from a flat slab with a total thickness of between 1,0 and 1,3 inch (25.4 and 38 mm) and the coiling of the flat pass of the slab in the downstream coiler furnace are
carried out. in other words: at the end of the run, a run is carried out in which at least two flat passes of the slab are carried out before coiling. the specification defines in this way a milling product which has the appearance of a
flat slab with a thickness of about 1 inch (25.4 mm). the last pass of the slab can be interpreted as a "run" since it corresponds to a "pass" as defined in the description of the invention. the expert is of the opinion that the term

"pass" is to be understood as a procedural step in the milling process which occurs at a certain point in time during the movement of the product through the mill. according to the expert in this way the term "pass" is to be
understood as a procedural step in the milling process which is not necessarily a "run". the expert also explains that a flat pass of the slab starting from a flat slab is not to be understood as a run because a flat pass of the slab
starting from a flat slab is a procedural step which leads to coiling, whereas a run is a procedural step which leads to coiling. the expert is of the opinion that in the case of a flat pass of the slab starting from a flat slab it is not

absolutely necessary that the flat pass of the slab starting from a flat slab is carried out with a slurry thickness of between 1,0 and 1,3 inch (25.4 and 38 mm). with smscaster you can create and send bulk sms messages from your
pc with your mobile phone directly.smscaster e-marketer very easy to use yet powerful sms broadcasting software for marketing. there is no need to buy any credit before sending an sms message. all sms messages are carried by
your phone company (mobile carrier), without the need for any intermediate gateway or third party on the internet.there is no other quicker and easier way to contact your customer than using sms. in this mobile age, people like

to receive sms messages and think it's cool. when they get your sms message, they deal with it immediately and they carry around your messages with their mobile devices wherever they go.smscaster e-marketer is designed with
broadcasting in mind. this means features like contact list, import & export, compose to outbox, start & stop processing the outbox and sent history are all available to facilitate the workflow. in addition, it allows you to partition

your customers into different project files. you can then send them different and customized marketing messages independently. since sms is fast and cost effectiveness, messages like promotion, reminder and statement are well
suited to be delivered by using smscaster e-marketer.there is no huge investment and hidden cost in using smscaster e-marketer. just use your existing computer and mobile phone, with connection options of usb data cable,

bluetooth or infra red, you are equipped with a powerful marketing weapon.
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the sms caster keygen will
make sure you can use the

software even after you have
purchased it. all the software
is compatible with all of your

data and applications. so
there's no reason not to use

it. with the sms caster
keygen you have access to
all the premium features of
the software. this will allow

you to get better results and
put forward a more effective
marketing strategy. the sms

caster keygen will ensure
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that you will always have
access to the premium

features of the software. the
fast text message

broadcasting software send
bulk sms messages to your

customerssmscaster e-
marketer software send bulk

sms messages to your
customers, at your fingertips.
no one says you need to pay

for your smscaster gsm
enterprise & stander edition.

you can send all your
messages from the desktop
of your pc, tablet, laptop or
desktop phone.there are no

high costs and no hidden
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costs, just your cell phone
and a software program. so
you can send messages like

promotion, reminder and
statement to them, and they
will think it's cool.smscaster

e-marketer is a powerful,
robust sms message

broadcasting software. email
integration, contact list,

compose to outbox, start &
stop processing the outbox

and sent history are all
available to facilitate the
workflow. in addition, it

allows you to partition your
customers into different

project files. you can then
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send them different and
customized marketing

messages independently.
since sms is fast and cost

effectiveness, messages like
promotion, reminder and

statement are well suited to
be delivered by using

smscaster e-marketer.there
is no huge investment and

hidden cost in using
smscaster e-marketer. just
use your existing computer

and mobile phone, with
connection options of usb

data cable, bluetooth or infra
red, you are equipped with a
powerful marketing weapon.
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